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Academics & Continuity of Learning Working Group

● Our group identified 6 Key Action Items

● Recommendation for Summer Learning/Enrichment options to assist 
with student skill maintenance

○ Letter to Families went out on Monday
● Summer Curriculum Work will center around a “hybrid” or Blended 

Learning model
○ What is Blended Learning? Blended learning weaves various 

instructional mediums into a cohesive whole (Catlin Tucker, 2010)

○ Curriculum Maps/Lessons will be examined to ensure that 
content will adapt to a Hybrid or Blended approach 

○ Pre-Unit Assessments will be developed
● ID resources that work well in a hybrid learning model
● Professional Development & Calendar Adjustment

Action Items:

1.Student Summer Skill 
Maintenance

2.Curriculum Work
3.Resources for Hybrid
4.PD for teachers, 

students, parents
5.Calendar Adjustment
6.Remote Learning Plan 

Development

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ARphGRwcNxWX97K30F9k7MEnhhoTaHUr/view?usp=sharing


Professional Development Needs 20-21
What Professional Development does our teaching staff 
need to be set up for success in a hybrid environment?

● Curriculum adaptations made for hybrid learning
● Health & safety protocols
● Learning Management Systems (Schoology, SeeSaw, Google Classroom)
● Training to review web-based options in our current curriculum 

programs (Envision, Elevate, Young Citizens, Fundations, Lab Aids, 
Albert {secondary}, College Board AP Classroom, etc.) 

● New Academic/Remote Learning Tools that personalize learning paths 
(Lexia, Freckle, iXL, Reading Eggs, AimsWeb, Fluency Matters, Go-React)

● Tools to enhance Synchronous Instruction (Zoom, Google Meets)
○ Enhanced video/recording tools
○ Screencastify, Loom, Whiteboard.fi

● Creation Tools for students (Slides, Flipgrid)
● Best practices for Differentiation in a hybrid environment
● Empowering & engaging students in a hybrid or remote setting



● Last summer we “revamped” our first-year teacher program incorporating a 
SEL focus

● We selected an anchor text “Social Emotional Learning in the Classroom” 
(Ribas 2018) 

●  Mentors coordinators were selected and all mentors were trained 
● New teachers attend a 3-day orientation in August and attend two 

facilitated meetings per month with their mentor
● We held our first “Colloquium” for the new teachers last week and the 

new teachers reflected on their year and presented slides on how they 
incorporated the CASEL competencies into their practice.   

First-Year Teachers/Mentor Program

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1NpilKPJZ_gfulY4xpFpeyhttYyzcw-4Ry_prDJ8YwkE/edit?usp=sharing


Anti-Racism, Equity, Implicit Bias, & Cultural Competence 

● Development of Anti-Racist and Cultural Competence 
resources section in our Remote Learning Center for 
staff (webinars, workshops, readings)

● Faculty Book Group reading White Fragility: Why it’s so 
hard for white people to talk about race by Robin Diangelo 
and How to be an Anti-Racist by Ibram Kendi

● Several teaching staff members have expressed an 
interest in creating a district task force to raise 
awareness and begin to address these sensitive topics 
around race and racism

● Developing plans to work with the ADL and other 
consultants for staff training on implicit bias and 
creating a culture where racism is not tolerated 

After sending out a statement from the Duxbury Schools 
about our commitment to promote equity and raise awareness 
about cultural competence, social justice, and anti-racism, we 
also took the following actions:


